
HOW TO BOOST PERFORMANCE WITHOUT BUSTING YOUR BUDGET

IT’S ABOUT T.I.M.E.
Applying these four principles will yield better results

The Marketer’s Guide to:

OPTIMIZING YOUR EVENT
PRODUCED BYINVESTMENT

CAN YOUR EVENT STAND THE TEST OF T.I.M.E.?

TACTICAL: Is the experience connecting the audience to your 
brand in a meaningful way? Can the big idea be logistically 
executed to meet objectives?

IMPACTFUL: Does it follow the “Four E’s”: Engage, Embody, 
Educate, Empower?

MEASURABLE: Do you have a measurement and logistics plan in 
place? Do you know how to measure, interpret and report event 
outcomes to prove success?

EFFICIENT: Are you finding efficiencies in every possible area, 
from technology to mobile tour mapping?

he goal of every experiential program is to  
create a memorable and exciting activation for 
the target participants, but campaigns need to 
be designed with efficiencies of budget in mind. 

Live events are a potent tactic for creating active  
engagements to win consumers (vs. passive impressions 
via media), but the engagement/impression trade-off can 
be difficult for marketers to justify when measured against 
costs and ROI. Smart marketers are taking steps to make 
their event programs more effective and more measurable 
as they seek value and the positive impact live connections 
make on consumer awareness, preference – and even sales. 

A recent Event Marketing Institute EventTrack 2013 survey 
found that 95% of consumers said participating in an event 
made them more inclined to purchase a product or service 
they were interested in; after events, 70% of participants had a 
more positive opinion about the company, brand, product  
or service; and over half of consumers surveyed said they 
eventually purchased the product or service marketed at the 
event or experience. Clearly, events can powerfully impact the 
bottom line, and you don’t have to break the bank to do it.

Successful events require a combination of strategy and 
execution that is unique from any other form of marketing. 
Because this form of marketing is “live,” the operations  
and logistical aspects of delivering the experience are as 
important as the overall strategy. But operational expertise 
is typically outside the comfort zone of most marketing  
executives, and marrying the strategy to the execution  
can be daunting for those who haven’t learned through 
experience the do’s and dont’s of event execution.

Next Marketing, which has been creating experiential  
programs for more than 20 years, has developed a set of 
principles under the moniker T.I.M.E. which the agency  
applies when developing event marketing programs for  
its clients. The concept is comprised of four pillars Next  
integrates into every strategy session. In this paper, we will 
delve into the methodology and practical applications of  
the T.I.M.E. approach and how leveraging it can ensure  
programs are Tactical, Impactful, Measurable and Efficient. n
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How to be Tactically Strategic 
Big strategy is useless if it can’t be executed to meet your objectives

The secret to successful event marketing is no big secret:  
create the right idea that will generate measurable results.  
Big ideas are great, but if they’re too expensive or unwieldy  
to execute, or won’t lead to measurable impact, they’re a 
waste of resources. That’s the very essence of tactical strategy – 
thinking about tactics in a strategic way is the first step to 
planning successful operations.  

“Flashy, sexy creative is important, but you’ve really got to 
have a tactical plan that’s going to lead you somewhere,”  
says Paul Duffy, Senior Vice President at Next Marketing. “We  
take an approach that’s integrated into the larger marketing  
strategy of the brand.” He says the way to do that is to begin 
with an understanding of what you want from your target and 
what you want them to do. It’s like billiards: every shot should 
line up the shot that comes next. 

The first shots need to be about understanding and setting 
objectives that can be achieved and measured. Sometimes, 
that’s as simple as collecting data or a sales increase, but 

whatever the objective, the second step is to put process and 
platforms in place for measurement and reporting. Logistics 
have to be thought through in advance, too. Activation times, 
expected consumer attendance, lengths of engagements 
and myriad logistical factors have to be set up early to avoid 
mistakes. Once the balls are in motion and the program is 
running, Duffy says it is also important to build in flexibility in 
order to react on the fly to the live results and changing factors 
in the field. “Keeping tactics in mind while developing the big 
idea does not need to dampen creativity,” notes Duffy. 

By applying knowledge gained through experience with what 
is impactful and feasible–balanced against defined program 
goals–Next was able to assist CDW in developing and  
managing its Technoliner tour bus. The resulting program  
met the client’s creative expectations, while also being  
logistically and operationally practical. Ultimately, Next’s  
recommendations saved CDW time and money without  
negatively impacting the Technoliner’s aesthetic appeal or 
customer “wow” factor. http://vimeo.com/87311057 n

Creating the Right Impact
How to boost active engagements with the Four E’s model

To build a campaign that has measurable impact, make sure 
your strategy follows what Next Marketing calls the Four E’s.

Engage: A brand needs to engage a target audience in an 
interesting and meaningful way that is relevant to the  
consumers’ real lives, interests and passions. Research and 
insights into the target and the markets where they live can 
critically inform engagement decisions. CPG brands might  
focus on volume, emphasizing the number of tastings  
conducted or samples distributed. These volume measures  
are important, but Next Marketing encourages taking the  
extra step to understanding your target. Experiential  
marketing can be a dynamic and deep step in creating  
awareness and affinity for a brand. The location, timing  
and quality of the experience all matters. 

Embody: The experiential program design and the brand 
ambassadors in the field need to exemplify the look, feel and 
messaging of the brand in every detail. Customers familiar 
with your brand will notice if colors/textures at your activation 
aren’t quite right, or if the messaging is a bit off, and will have 
a hard time associating the brand with the experience.  
Creating an experience that embodies your brand further 
supports establishing a relevant brand connection. Even your 
brand ambassador team should appropriately represent the 
brand and relate to the audience you’re engaging. 

Educate: Since brand ambassadors are the most important 
face of the brand at a live event, training them up to  
perfect pitch has to be a focal point of any strategy. One  
perspective on interacting with customers is to view it as a  
live focus group. “It’s a great opportunity to start one-to-one  

conversations directly with your target, while getting your 
brand in their hands,” says Anne Oller, Director of Strategy at 
Next. The critical first step is careful selection and thorough 
training pre-activation. Educating them in advance on all the  
specifications, benefits, and interesting details of the product 
equips them to confidently communicate with customers. 
Brand ambassadors who are simply trained read scripts;  
those who are educated speak to consumers more  
conversationally and honestly. When done well, the passion  
for the brand shines through. 
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Empower: This is about taking the well-trained, cultivated 
brand ambassadors and giving them the authority to be 
proactive professionals in the field. This empowerment takes 
the form of responsibility for addressing crises on the ground 
as they occur, and trust the training provided to the staffers 
equips them to make on-the-spot decisions for the benefit of 
the brand. “We can go deep and long with a target audience, 
so we take the opportunity to create excitement, confidently 
answer questions and overcome potential adversities on the 
fly,” says Seth Ferguson, VP of Operations at Next  

Marketing. Empowered staffers will help pass that  
empowerment on to attendees, which will make them more 
likely to take the next step in the experience map; be that a 
move to share valuable contact information, a move to retail, 
online or just requesting a quote in the case of bigger-ticket 
purchases. For some brands, a “try it and buy it approach” can 
drive towards a retail goal. In the case of the U.S. Air Force 
Mobile Tours that Next manages (on behalf of GSD&M),  
empowering participants in a recruitment experience can  
lead to a life-changing decision. n

ROI: Metrics Objectives First
To ensure optimum results, begin with the end

Designing tactically strategic, impactful campaigns is the right 
way to begin the process, but establishing measurement  
criteria at the start is just as critical. Despite that fact, recent 
Event Track data indicates less than half of brands (42%) have 
a formal ROI tracking model or program. This frustration 
around measurement underscores the importance of  
working with a knowledgeable partner methodology to 
determine what to measure at the very beginning. A program 
should be built around those metrics. Beyond that, you need 
to know how to 
measure, inter-
pret and report 
the outcomes 
that will show 
ROI to deter-
mine success. 

Next advises, 
as with any part 
of the T.I.M.E. 
principles, 
marketers set 
realistic mea-
surable goals. 
For Commu-
nity Coffee, the 
brand wanted 
to track sam-
ples per man-
hour as well as 
sell-through 
(people who 
bought on-site 
after the expe-
rience). To maximize the possibility of good numbers against 
those targets, Next started by looking at the logistics: activa-
tion locations, activation days and even more granular, day-
parts. They discovered when the most relevant target consum-
ers were most likely to visit the event locations, and targeted 
their activation activities accordingly to maximize results. “The 
goal is to maximize the best times and places  
for activation, and to minimize the impact of the worst  
possible day parts,” according to Next founder and CEO 
Henry Rischitelli. 

While many sampling campaigns set out to visit as many 
stores as possible, seeking volume for maximum impact,  
Next discovered a significant portion of that approach, both  
financially and operationally, could be optimized. With  
Community Coffee, Next studied the geography in play and 
working with Community sales teams, determined the best  
locations and most powerful times of day for capturing the 
consumers most likely to make a purchase. For a similar  
budget, the brand generated a greater return, in samples 

distributed  
and sales.

“Measuring 
can move way 
beyond the 
anecdotal, 
and should,” 
Rischitelli 
says. “Every 
program has 
the ability to 
capture hard 
data. Every-
thing from a 
hand clicker to 
an iPad survey 
is valuable, and 
can and should 
be included 
in planning 
from day one.” 
Duffy advises 
each campaign 
leverage the 

most effective and unobtrusive collection methods to gather 
the most valuable data points. Once the right data is collect-
ed, interpretation becomes important. Without the ability to 
take the raw data and make it meaningful it’s just a collection 
of numbers. This is where an experienced agency partner can 
add post-event value. A partner can lend perspective to the 
numbers and offer interpretations based on several different, 
and relevant experiences. “We can take comparative points 
to evaluate the importance of the data and use them to help 
finely focus a client’s future objectives,” Duffy says. n
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DROP BY OUR OFFICE.

2820 Peterson Place 
Norcross, GA 30071 
Give us a ring: 770.225.2250 
Send us an e-mail:  
TIME@nextmarketing.com

Experiential marketing can be a daunting undertaking, but 
there are ways to be smart and strategic about your spend 
so every program is both efficient and cost-effective. It starts, 
as always, with the overall concept. Duffy says a project 
should be designed to work on the best possible platform for 
engagements, not necessarily the biggest, newest or coolest 
one. Begin to plan by deciding what your brand really needs 
to do to be effective, not just what you think will be awesome. 
There are five important ways to be efficient with your event 
spending:

1) Leverage Your Partners. Include your partners as early  
in the planning process as possible so you can get your 
measurement, education and impact strategies in place up 
front. “Many times an execution partner can save you money 
in lots of unexpected ways,” Rischitelli says. For instance, a 
partner might have unique vendor agreements that earn them 
discounts, which can be passed on to you.

2) Plan Ahead. Make sure you have an understanding of the 
broad strokes of your whole plan before you get started with 
creative or execution steps. If you don’t move through  
planning sessions in the correct order, you can waste money 
and time moving backwards or veering off in unexpected 
directions.

3) Go Digital. Technology platforms are emerging  
continuously, and to connect with consumers, experiential 
agencies need to stay on top of the trends to offer the right 
engagement mechanism. Smart agencies are building in social 
media engagement points and metrics for event evaluation 
from the start to ensure accurate reporting and meaningful 
ROI. Digital keeps it real time and allows for flexibility  
between activations.

4) Communicate. Talk to your stakeholders within your  
company and organization at every step along the way.  
Good lines of internal communication can avoid duplicating 
efforts, saving time and money in the short term, where it  
really shows. 

5) Think Geographically. Be smart with logistics.  
Criss-crossing the country for a mobile tour, for example, 
wastes fuel, time and wear and tear on the vehicles. It can also 
make sense to consider modularity to your event footprints 
during the design process. Next operates a large-format tour 
for the Air Force that typically only attends large weekend 
events. It suggested that by creating a smaller footprint (using 
only critical elements) it could also activate at smaller events, 
thereby maximizing its impact and reducing downtime with 
very little additional costs. n

Finding Efficiencies
Optimizing your execution can deliver better results for your budget

ABOUT NEXT MARKETING
Next Marketing, Inc. is an independent experiential marketing agency that specializes in creating 
paths that lead our clients to real business results. We engage people in meaningful ways that result 
in deeper brand connections. By activating at live events, sponsorships or creating unique mobile tour 
experiences, Next Marketing delivers measurable results. That’s what we do.

For more than 20 years, we have raised awareness, swayed opinion, developed preferences, encour-
aged trial and driven sales for B2B and B2C products and services for some of the nation’s biggest 
brands. Even with all the experiences we’ve created, programs we’ve executed and results we’ve deliv-
ered, each opportunity is specific, each solution is unique and each result is precise.

Each and every client is a dynamic partnership. Together, we begin with brand and marketing objectives 
and end with measurable results. What happens in between is a focused and efficient process that sets 
the standard for experiential excellence. We’re tactically strategic, creating the right impact to engage, 
embody, educate and empower your target. We take one-to-one marketing (and one-to-many market-
ing) to the Next level.

With roots in sports, mobile and event activation, Next Marketing’s goal is to generate the deepest, 
lengthiest engagement possible for our client brands with their targeted audiences. Our nimble ap-
proach leverages focused expertise that delivers real results to propel your brand and your business. 
What are we going to do Next?
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Engage
When Community Coffee expanded its retail distribution into Georgia and 
Tennessee, the company stuck to its southern roots, deploying mobile  
Trolley Cafés managed by Next Marketing. But, this was not just handing out 
free samples. The Trolley Café activated in the immediate vicinity of the retail 
storefronts encouraging shoppers to try before you buy. Friendly, welcoming, 
brand ambassadors were stationed inside the trolley to serve, at the front 
doors to educate consumers, and also at the store endcaps to hand out  
coupons and encourage purchase. Customers were engaged at every level 
of the purchase funnel. Brand ambassadors shared their own enthusiasm 
about the brand and asked each coffee drinker their personal history with 
Community Coffee, often encountering stories of Community loyalists and 
Louisiana natives. The strategy went beyond sampling to share the spirit of 
Community within the community.

Embody
With a heritage like Community’s, the Trolley Café retail tour had to truly 
embody southern hospitality. Family-owned Community Coffee is all about 
integrity, honesty, and authenticity; Next selected experienced brand  
ambassadors who shared these characteristics and reflected the brand  
hospitality to customers. But, Next went even further. Our account manager 
for the program participated in a 16-hour training at Community Coffee’s 
headquarters in Baton Rouge. She took courses in roasting, packaging,  
and brand history, truly immersing herself as a Community Coffee  
employee would.  

Educate
Next passed along its deep understanding of Community Coffee heritage 
and values to our brand ambassadors. Over the course of two days, training 
emphasized the nuances of the different roasts and flavors. They even  
conducted a competitive coffee-tasting to reinforce Community’s  
commitment to beyond good coffee. The Community Coffee story was  
then passed along to customers in the field, better educating them in  
distinguishing this brand from the competition.

Empower
Community’s brand values include agility and the relentless pursuit of ways 
to improve the business. The brand ambassadors were given the authority  
by Next and Community to address crises on the ground as well as make 
suggestions for future event activations, all in the spirit of constant  
improvement. While setting up for the Crescent City Classic in New Orleans, 
staffers spotted an opportunity to sample early, offering free cups of coffee 
to other vendors in the early morning hours as a demonstration of  
“community.” As the weather warmed up later in the day, sampling switched 
from coffee to Community Ice Tea to appeal to the heat, time of day and  
the Louisiana crowd. In the office, Next’s Community account manager  
expanded her territory research and found a local cupcake shop in Nashville 
which served a Community Coffee cupcake flavor, dedicated to the owners’ 
Louisiana heritage. With empowered advocates for the brand, Community 
Coffee has continued to expand into the greater south, not only through 
retail activations, but with bigger and more focused community events  
in FY2014.

FOUNDED IN 1919 BY HENRY NORMAN “CAP” 
SAURAGE IN BATON ROUGE, LA

FAMILY-OWNED/OPERATED FOR 4 GENERATIONS

ROASTING THEIR OWN COFFEE BEANS SINCE 1941

POPULAR ROASTS: DARK ROAST, CAFE SPECIAL, 
BREAKFAST BLEND COFFEE AND CHICORY

RECENTLY EXPANDED INTO SOUTHERN MARKETS 
OUTSIDE OF LOUISIANA

Community Coffee Stands the Test of T.I.M.E.
CASE STUDY: The FOUR E’s stimulates impact of sampling tour

STATS

MORE THAN 80,500
SAMPLING ENGAGEMENTS
OVER 200 RETAIL LOCATIONS

35+ EVENT ACTIVATIONS


